Option 1: One Anchor Bolt

1. For single anchor bolt installation, stack required components in the order shown from top to bottom, lining up the center anchor hole.

   Plus Plate*  
   Tie Down  
   Base Plate  
   Light/Plus Boot One Anchor Assembly  
   Strap Track

2. Install Boot in standard track at StiffWall Column location.

   Specified nut w/ wide or plate washer  
   Standard Track  
   StiffWall Light/Plus Boot One Anchor Assembly

3. Attach StiffWall Column to StiffWall Boot.

   #12 Self-Drilling Screws, (quantity per specification)  
   Plus Plate*  
   Column

4. Continue traditional framing methods until the 2nd StiffWall Column, then repeat steps 1-3. Take care to orient the Boots as shown below.

   Columns open to the outsides of Wall.  
   Tie Downs open to the inside of Wall.

5. For both Options, align and tighten the flat strap, and attach through StiffWall Strap Track.

   Diagonal Flat Strap (per specification), aligned with heel of Tie Down Trim Strap parallel & even with the top of the Base Plate

Option 2: Two Anchor Bolts

1. For two anchor bolt installation, stack required components in the order shown from top to bottom, lining up the outermost anchor holes.

   Plus Plate*  
   Tie Down  
   Base Plate  
   Light/Plus Boot Two Anchor Assembly  
   Strap Track

2. Install Boot in standard track at StiffWall Column location.

   Specified nut w/ standard or plate washer  
   Standard Track  
   StiffWall Light/Plus Boot Two Anchor Assembly

3. Attach StiffWall Column to StiffWall Boot.

   #12 Self-Drilling Screws, (quantity per specification)  
   Plus Plate*  
   Column

4. Continue traditional framing methods until the 2nd StiffWall Column, then repeat steps 1-3. Take care to orient the Boots as shown below.

   Columns open to the insides of Wall.  
   Tie Downs open to the outside of Wall.

   Tighten flat strap. Utilize TiptStrap® tensioning tool (if available)  
   Attatch with evenly distributed screws (per specification)